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Finite lattice spacing artifacts are suppressed on the renor-
malized actions. The renormalized action trajectories of SU(N)
lattice gauge theories are considered from the standpoint of the
Mlgdal-Kadanoff approximation. The minor renormalized trajectories
which involve representations invariant under the center are dis-
cussed and quantified.

I. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

A central issue in the investigation of lattice gauge theories
is their renormalization structure and its interplay with univer-
sality. Of the different approaches to the real space renormall-
zation group on the lattice, I will be dealing with the Mlgdal-
Kadanoff approximation,z»3 because it is comparatively simple and
manageable. Its results also provide a convenient framework and
quantiative insights for corresponding studies through other tech-
niques (I will make appropriate comparisons with Monte Carlo renor-
malization). A large part of my talk relies on work done In
collaboration with D. Horn, and K. Bitar and S. Gottlieb. »°

A partial motivation for renormallzation group studies on the
lattice Is the Imperative to minimize dependence on the cutoff a.
Given sufficiently weak couplings and small lattice spacings a,
universality permits use of a variety of gauge actions, provided
they have the correct symmetry properties. However, present-day
computer limitations restrict calculations to not-so-small lattice
spacings and couplings, which confuse the approach of lattice
theories to their continuum limit. One may try to optimize
parameters in a general space of different actions such that lattice
artifacts are suppressed in the longer distance physics. How can
these short distance artifacts be^damped out? The renormallzation
group provides a sensible guide-

Consider a lattice theory defined by the bare action Sg(a) on a
lattice with spacing a. If every other line of links is integrated
out, the resulting renormalized SR(2a) will be defined on a lattice
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It has little to say, however, about finite volume Improvements.
They may be approached as In Ref.7.
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with double the original spacing, and will, in general, be character-
ized by a different functional form. Nevertheless, it will contain
the same long distance physics information as the original one, and
will be equivalent to it, as it merely results out of doing the high
frequency half of the functional integral. This procedure may be
repeated any number of times to yield a lattice of spacing 2na,
generalizable to arbitrary Xa, where X is the lattice scale increase

In general, in the resulting Long Distance Effective Action
(LDEA) SR(Xa), the combination of couplings of SR(a) which cor-
responds to the continuum gauge coupling increases logarithmically,
while all irrelevant operators—the unrenormalizable interactions of
lattice artifacts-^—are suppressed by powers of A. This is a generic
property of effective Lagrangians, whimsically dubbed "Veltman's
theorem". (For a review, see Ref.8).

The following general improvement principle is thus naturally
suggested. Given a lattice spacing Xa, larger than desired, in
order to improve the approach to the continuum, one should prefer
the LDEA SR(Xa) to the standard Sg(Xa)'s. The renormalized SR(Xa)
is closer to the continuum, since it is equivalent to actions Sg(a)
defined on a finer lattice.

Unfortunately, with a few exceptions, it is difficult to
integrate degrees of freedom out so as to obtain the above ideal
LDEA. Practical constraints force one to approximate the renor-
mallzation kernel which acts in restricted multiparameter spaces;
involves X's substantially larger than one; and slightly violates
the semigroup composition property of renormallzation transformations.
Comparing different approximations should give one a better idea of
the shape, the parameters, and the rates of attraction character-
istic of the renormalized trajectories in a given theory.

I will be discussing the Migdal approximation, which acts in
the space of arbitrary polynomials of the single pl'aquette Wilson
action. It is intuitive, practical, and is expected to perform well
in the range of intermediate couplings used in present Monte Carlo
calculations. ' But it is hard to improve systematically, and it
fails to accommodate larger plaquettes for improvements In the
regime where perturbation theory is adequate and reliable for that
purpose—e.g. as required in Symanzik's program. An Impression of
the complementary domains of validity of either approximation scheme
may be gotten from MCRG studies.

How does one test for improvement without letting the limit-
ations of asymptotic scaling due to nonperturbative effects affect
the criterion applied? A reasonable try is to compute dimensionless
ratios of physical quantities: such renonsallzatlon group invariant
quantities should not depend on _the coupling used in the computation.
Measurements of m(0+ glueball)//K for pure SU(2) gauge theory
indicate that the projection of the Migdal approximation LDEA on the
space of its two dominant characters fares much better than the
Wilson action with respect to this criterion. Further studies in
this direction appear quite worthwhile.

The Migdal renormalizatlon transformation maps the Boltzmann
factor of the bare action S(a) to that of the renormalized action
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where 31 denotes the scaling parameter, d the dimensionality of
spacetime, Xr^u^ t n e c h a r a c t e r s o f t h e group, and d

r = Xr(!-) the
dimensionalities of the corresponding Irreps. The characters are
the traces of a group element H in the irreps labelled by r. They
are an orthogonal set (e.g. Fourier cosines for U(l), hyperspherical
Gegenbauer polynomials for SU(2)J, and they are complete for
expanding any class function of the group. Gaage invariance singles
out only the equivalence class of the plaqnette variables U, so that
the essential variables are only the Invariant angles of the maxinial
abelian subgroup; for the gauge group SU(N), rank N-l, there are
only K-l angles. I will not consider the Kadancff and associated

Fig.l Reproduced from Ref.5. Renormalizatlon trajectories for
SU(2) gauge theory, projected on the space BpTrU + 6A(TrU)

2. Those
joining the major LDEA with slope BA/3F " -0.18 have only small
components off the figure plane; while those joining the minor LDEA,
projected on the adjoint axis, have appreciable components of higher
even representations.



approximations, since they yield essentially similar results »•
Numerical iteration of the Migdal kernel for SU(2) with A = 1.1

produces trajectories of evolving actions like the ones projected
on the space of the -lowest two characters of Figure 1. All of them
are rapidly attracted with increasing distance to two stable trajec-
tories, the major and the minor. These are one parameter families
of action (one continuum coupling), and the flow on them is logar-
ithmic at weak coupling. Their infrared fixed point is at the
origin (g + »).

Fortunately, the major renormallzed trajectory \e close to the
Wilson action (corresponding to a scale increase of about
A " 2.5). Consequently, any two actions on the Wilson axis may be
easily connected by comparing the respective small scale change
factors A needed to flow to the same point on the renormalized
trajectory. This then permits easy investigation of the scaling
features of the Wilson action. Observe that, with the exception of
very strong coupling, the major LDEA is essentially straight in the
domain of the figure. This result is useful for checking with the
general discussion of Migdal—Kadanoff LDEA's in the next section.

II. MAJOR (FUNDAMENTAL) RENORMALIZED TRAJECTORIES

Numerical Iteration of the Migdal kernel for SU(N) gauge theory
becomes very cumbersome as N > 2. However, a heuristic examination
of this kernel reveals that the generic LDEA's maintaining their
form when operated by it are very close to the well-known general-
ized periodic Gaussian (Villain/heat kernel) actions, when these
approach Manton's actions. » » Specifically, for weak coupling,
the Migdal kernel operates on the Boltzmann factor of these LDEA's
to reproduce the same functional form up to a shift of only one
coupling. This Is not too surprising in view of Jona-Lasinio's
connection of the renormalization process to the convolution
properties of statistical distributions: the central limit
theorem mandates the collective distribution of many Independent
variables (or even weakly coupled ones) to converge to a Gaussian.
What Is, however, mildly surprising is that the resulting answer
seems to be valid past the crossover and well Into the strong
coupling xegion.

For U(l), the Boltzmann factor of the Villain LDSA is:

7 e~r /4B cosre = /Zrf I e-«e«»*> # (2)

For weak coupling, large g, this factor is dominated by Manton's
action—a periodic Gaussian:



Thus both the logarithm of the Boltzmann factor and those of its
character coefficients evince factorization of their coupling part
and their group or representation parts. Consequent inspection of
the kernel (1) verifies that, up to terms exponentially suppressed
by 8, ' the coupling renormalizes as 3' = PX , i.e. the theory
is free for d = 4. Take note of the fact that the Manton action
deviates from the LDEA only at the boundaries of the Brillouin zone
±ir, where the latter avoids the unphysical cusps of the former
(Figure 1).

Fig.2. The LDEA for
U(l) gauge theory
(Ref.6), compared to
the Manton action
(dashed line).

For SU(2), the Boltzmann factor of rhe heat kernel action is:15

r=0,1/2,1,3/2,.-.
* (9) = n(6) \

r r £=-

where n(0) is an unimportant normalization, Xr(6) = ^ -
and dr = 2r + 1, in the standard angular momentum convent?ohs. In
the large 3 limit, the Manton action approaches the action in (4):

(4)

where the effective coupling 0 has been defined. In contrast t<
0(1), the Migdal recursion now yields asymptotic freedom2* * »
d = A:

for

(6)



or, Inflniteslmally , for X = 1 + e:

•&' - 6 = ̂ 5 ^ + e(d-4)i + 0(e2) . (7)

Up to an irrelevant constant, the character expansion of (5) is:

(8)
6 (xl/2

X 1 / 2 = TrU, X l = (TrU)
2 - 1, x 3 / 2 = (TrU)

3 - 2TrU,...

The coefficients of this LDEA alternate in sign and decrease
rapidly. This linear behavior and specific coefficient pattern
agrees with the numerical kernel Iteration results (see Figure 1),
down to quite strong coupling, as remarked above. As linearity is
violated for still stronger couplings, a smaller adjusted slope
BA/gp » -0.18 to -0.16 is assigned to the overall phenomenological
description of this renormalized trajectory.

Observe that, near the crossover, this pattern is In semi-
quantitative agreement with the parameters of the renormalized
trajectory specified through a different approximation, namely the
MCRG. It therefore appears reasonable to assume that the ideal
renormalized trajectory is actually close to its two approximants.

Generalization to SU(N) for N > 3 is straightforward, since the
character coefficients of the Boltzmann factors go as the exponen-
tial of the quadratic Casimir invariant of the group, divided by
0. In particular, the approximate (Manton) LDEA for SU(3) is:

B - 1/2, Ag = -e + e(d-4)i + 0(e2) ,

and the character expansion of this action is, up to a constant,

This beta function coefficient differs from the one-loop perturbative result
by a factor of ll/2n . Perfect agreement might be forced by modifying the
.fenormalization kernel , given some e, but such arbitrary adjustments always
mutilate nonperturbative structures—in this case, the location of the phase
boundaries.

The higher harmonics are necessary to fit the unphysical cusps of the Manton
action at the boundaries of the Brillouin zone, and should be de-emphasized;
recall that, for SU(2), the Manton action has a crossover phase transition
while the heat-kernel action doesn't.
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It should be interesting to compare this LDEA with Its correspondent
in the MCRG for intermediate couplings, when that becomes avail-
able. In any case, I would like to attract attention to action
(10), since it is a simple modification to the standard action, and
It should exhibit improved scaling features according to the general
improvement principle.

III. MINOR (ADJOIHT) RENORMALIZED TRAJECTORIES

Could additional Boltzmann factors be generated with an ana-
logous factorization structure so that they would respond similarly
to the Migdal kernel? In the case of 0(1), It is apparent from (2)
that the periodicity of the Villain action may be increased by an
arbitrary integer k, so that it will only involve harmonics divi-
sible by k. The following action may be obtained by operating on
the arguments of (2) by all elements of the Z^ subgroup and then
averaging:

(11)

The formal analogy of this action to (2) ensures its Identical
treatment by the tirgdal kernel and thus endows It with Identical
renormalizatlon properties.

In the case of SU(2), this procedure for generating new LDEA's
only works when the average Is oxer the center Z2 of the group. In
that case, the operation — - — — r — - — — halves the Brillouin zone and
retains only the Integral spin representations (those invariant
under the center) to yield:

v -2r(r+l)/S - . _ n(B) y 6/2 + TTJ> -6/2(6/2 + TT£)2

Exactly as In the previous section, this also yields an LDEA in the
Migdal approximation, now dominated by the adjoint character:

s = | «!_,,„] - const- - " H r *Kxi ~ °*29x2
 + °*14x3 " o-osx^ + • • • ) ,

As before, Its coefficients alternate in sign and decrease, but
substantially more slowly, so that more terms In the expansion are
Important. They are in some agreement with the numerical results of



Refs.5,9. Mutatis mutandis, for weak coupling the beta function
comes out the same, (6)/(7), as for the major LDEA. Furthermore,
the minor trajectory exhibits similar "infrared slavery" properties
as the major one (Fig-1), and it probably describes the glueball
sector of the same continuum theory, in the absence of matter fields
(for which the center would be crucial).

It should be useful to compare (13) with the analogous LDEA to
be obtained from the MCRG for S0(3). A further intriguing question
concerns the phase boundary Intersected by the adjoint axis at
BA = 0.83. Since the renormalized trajectory connects points in the
weak coupling region to points in the strong coupling one, these
points must belong to the same phase. The question then arises
whether the phase boundary teminates somewhere in the space of
integral spin representations, opening up a "window", through which
the minor trajectory flows smoothly. Conceivably, this window is
hard to locate, since the contiguous S0(3) Manton action has a phase
transition, like its SU(2) counterpart. Work along these lines is
in progress.

Since numerical studies for SD(2) have not suggested further
trajectories beyond the ones discussed * , it is possible that the
above principle of using the center to classify and thus restrict
representations for constructing LDEA's is an exhaustive one.
Generalization of this adjoint LDEA construction to N > 3 is
stralghtforward. For instance, for SU(3), the corresponding
averaging over Z3 is:

F(U) + F(e27rl/3D) + F ( e W 3 U )
3 •

It eliminates all representations except the zero triality ones (§,,
1Q, 12, 22,...) and restricts the angular domains of the previous
section to [-IT/3, TT/3] . Naturally, when the center ZH has nontrivial
subgroups, further classification of representations is possible and
corresponding LDEA's may be present.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge conversations with S. Elitzur,
G. Bhanot, T. Backs, and E. Tomboulis. Part of this work was per-
formed at the Institute for Advanced Study; 1 wish to thank R.
Dashen and the School of Natural Sciences for their hospitality.
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